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CTs in oncology

� Evolving field – exciting new data

� Different perspectives / views

– Academia / investigators

– Industry

– Patients – Patients 

– Regulatory agencies 

– HTAs & payers
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EMA scientific advice
EMA scientific advice & qualification

SAWP: multidisciplinary expert group (n>50)

focus phase 3 RCTs - also exploratory, SATs

� population – all therapeutic areas

� comparator, blinding

� endpoints, SAP

� safety

(post-authorisation safety & efficacy studies, 

pragmatic trials, registries, meta-analyses)

Qualification: platforms, master protocols…

product-specific 
‘case by case’
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� pharmacological screening

� mechanism of action

� predict activity/safety

� PK/PD modelling

� verify mechanism 

� dose-response

� proof of concept

� input CT design

� optimise population

� guide treatment regimen

qualification scope BMs

preclinical preclinical drug use

� PK/PD modelling

� toxicogenomics

� input CT design

� population

� surrogate endpoint

� PhGen predictive/prognostic BMs to enrich/select population

� surrogate E endpoints (MRD, imaging to monitor disease progression)

� imaging and biochemical parameters to diagnose early disease stages 

� patient reported outcomes (PRO) questionnaires



e.g. drug/DG co-development
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novel CT designs…

Dienstman, Mol Oncology 2015



BM-stratified trials

basket

umbrella



single-arm BM+

rare molecular subgroups - SATs

<< n pts screen - innovative CT design, analysis & 
approval

registries mol. annotation

� external controls BM+ prognostic? SoC
response?

� post-approval RWD



non-RCT evidence?

unmet need
� population well-defined

� prognosis (mol. subset?)

� therapeutic alternatives

ext. controls
� data sharing

registries Dx+

efficacy 
� compelling E thresholds

valid endpoints ORR, DoR

(or novel clinically

meaningful alternatives?)

� registries Dx+

sparse evidence

J Martinalbo et al. ESMO Annual Congress 2016, Copenhagen



non-RCT evidence?
RCT feasibility?
� rare incidence/prevalence
- BM+ mol screening uptake?
� clinical equipoise
confirmatory
window of opportunity; timing - early approval; 
Alternatives registries, RWD
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non-RCT evidence? A further issue…

HTA, P&R > uncertainty
data sources fill gaps? 

model OS gain?

� value? 

� high price (small pops)

� budget impact: off label

� patients’ pressure

quality, quality, 

safety, efficacy

approval nat P&R

J Martinalbo et al. ESMO Annual Congress 2016, Copenhagen



early access instruments EU

conditional marketing authorisations (~ US FDA accelerated approval)

The approval of a medicine that address unmet medical needs of 
patients on the basis of less comprehensive data than normally 
required. The available data must indicate that the medicine’s 
benefits outweigh its risks and the applicant should be in a position 
to provide the comprehensive clinical data in the future.

exceptional circumstances

accelerated assessment (~ US FDA priority review)

Rapid assessment of medicines in the centralised procedure that are 
of major interest for public health, especially ones that are 
therapeutic innovations. Accelerated assessment usually takes 150 
evaluation days, rather than 210.

exceptional circumstances

Comprehensive data cannot be provided (too rare, unethical, 
knowledge insufficient). Data package: initial + obligations < normal. 
Annual reassessment of the risk-benefit balance, focus safety, 
registries



approvals (basket)

Clin Can Res 2008

NSCLC ROS1/crizotinib



histology/site-agnostic?

basket



combinations

R

SoC

?

• Combinations of immunotherapeutics or immunotherapeutics with 
SOC – including chemo/targeted therapies � increase the benefit over 
the monocomponents

• CT methodology and regulatory issues, e.g. need to demonstrate 
contribution of each component within the same trial (?), dose-finding, 
PK/PD interactions

• Better efficacy, worse safety? � prioritisation, understanding MoAs



earlier approval? 

J. Martinalbo et al. Early market access of cancer drugs in the EU. Ann Oncol 27: 96–105, 2016

FT, fast track; BTD, breakthrough designation; PRev, priority review; AA, accelerated approval;  CMA, conditional marketing 
authorisation; AccAs, accelerated assessment: REV, initially accepted and later reverted to standard timetable; NO, request not 
accepted.



conditional A = early access?

J. Martinalbo et al. Early market access of cancer drugs in the EU. Ann Oncol 27: 96–105, 2016

perception of lower evidence standards by HTAs & payers?



EMA-erging tools  

� R&D: PRIME (~breakthrough), early dialogue, EMA-HTA joint 
advice

PRIority MEdicines

• unmet medical need 

• potential to address this need and bring a major 
therapeutic advantage to patients – based on 
“preliminary” data

� access: adaptive pathways pilot (HTA), revisit AA/CMA

“preliminary” data

• early and enhanced support to:

� optimise the development 

� speed up their evaluation – accelerated 
assessment

� contribute to timely patients' access



conclusions

� Need to adapt

� One of the identified major (regulatory) challenges ����
“certainty vs. speed”

� Ongoing and under development tools: 

– breakthroughs, early access (EMA PRIME, EC STAMP), conditional – breakthroughs, early access (EMA PRIME, EC STAMP), conditional 
authorisation ‘refocus’ & accelerated review

– multi-stakeholder dialogue EMA, HTAs, developers, patients joint scientific 
advice pre-marketing on development plans

� And to go beyond…

Thanks! 
bgarciao@aemps.es


